
     Slack Tutorial_____________________________________________

Slack has a decent tutorial, but I figured I’d write up one of my own to help y’all get started!

So you can access Slack three different ways: the web client, the desktop program, and the  
mobile app. I don’t use the web one personally, but it’s fine - it and the desktop program are very 
similar. I primarily use the mobile app, but I’ll run through the web/desktop clients first.

On the sidebar on the left is your navigation. There are three levels of grouping on Slack.

At the top level is the Team. The Team is all the members of the group, altogether. This Team is 
called Everybody Loves Tomo (at least for right now).

The second, and main, level is the Channel. Channels can choose to be public to the whole 
Team or can selectively invite only parts of the Team, depending on the topic of the channel. 
Our main Channels are #announcements, which you cannot leave but is restricted to Admin 
posting, #random which is for posting whatever, #brainstorming for game design chatter, and  
#looking_for_group and #looking_for_oneshot which are for scheduling games.

The third level is Direct Messages, which are, as the name suggests, conversations you have with 
a single other person. They’re just like Channels, except neither party can invite people into the 
conversation.

Everyone can Direct Message anyone else, plus slackbot. Slackbot is just a help bot. If you don’t 
want to dig through the Help Center yourself, maybe Slackbot can find the answer.

Moving between Channels is as easy as clicking on the one you want to currently look at. You’ll 
get notifications for all Channels you’re in, across all of your Teams.

If there are Channels you are not in currently but are still public, on mobile you can click on a 
Channels in the sidebar to see the list of ALL public channels.

If you click on the Team name at the top of the left sidebar, you’ll find an options menu. We’ll 
get back to that.

The sidebar on the Mobile app works exactly the same - just swipe from the left side of the screen.
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Alright, that’s it for the sidebar. The bar on the top pretty darn simple: the channel name, a  
little icon for “starring” the Channel (unnecessary), an icon to view the member list within that  
Channel, an icon to see all Pinned items (this is pretty helpful). A button for settings and for 
Channel Details, neither of which you need to worry much about. A search bar. Some other stuff 
you don’t need to think about really.

The main window is super easy: type in the bar at the bottom and hit enter to post. That’s it. At 
the bottom right there’s a little legend to what punctuation you should put around words to do 
formatting things, but that’s just fanciness. There’s an emoji button at the far right. The plus 
sign to the left of the posting box is for attaching files.

The Mobile app is very similar, except pretty much all that stuff that I said you don’t need to  
worry about it just keeps hidden. It’s very simple. I highly recommend it if your phone can  
handle it.

The last thing to really note for basic operation of Slack is controlling the notifications. This can 
be accessed either from the little bell icon next to the Team name on the sidebar or by opening 
Channel Details from the top bar. You can choose what kinds of Desktop notifications you get, 
Mobile Push notifications you get, and if you follow the Account Preferences link when you 
hit “Edit notification preferences” you can control email notifications, if that’s how you roll. 
You can also Mute a specific channel, which is pretty helpful if we’re being noisy about a thing 
you aren’t involved in. Lastly, from the little bell icon on the sidebar you can set notifications 
to snooze for a given time or set a Do Not Disturb schedule (if, for example, you can’t handle  
receiving a bunch of notifications at 4am when I’m bored on break).

Okay, so there’s a new feature in Slack, called Threads. These are essentially replies to a  
single specific comment, creating a small chain that doesn’t send notifications to others in the  
Channel, only to those who have posted in that Thread. They allow for brief side conversations, 
or for whole discussions that won’t annoy people with constant notifications. However, they are 
not private: anyone in the Channel can come in, read, and post within a Thread. If you know 
how Facebook lets you do replies to individual comments, rather than putting a new comment 
on the original post, it’s a lot like that.

You can see all the Threads you are a part of by clicking the All Threads button on your Sidebar, 
above the Channels list.

You can edit your comments! Just right-click (or long-press on mobile) to find the option. All 
edited posts have the (edited) tag appended to the end of them, so you can’t entirely get away 
with editing comments to change the context of the replies. Not that any of y’all would do that.

You can Mute a specific channel with Channel Settings, disabling its notifications to you but not 
leaving entirely.


